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Model Estimation and Validation
Overview and New Features
The PACTS Travel Demand Model is based on the same general geography as in previous versions, and is
coded in TransCAD Version 6. The model area includes the greater Portland Maine region divided into
720 internal Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZs). There are 30 external TAZs. All major roadways and
some secondary roads are modeled, selected by the model user from a GIS layer that includes all
roadways. Transit routes are coded on the roadway network.
Figure 1: PACTS Travel Demand Model Area, Major Roadways and Transit Routes
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Previous PACTS Travel Demand Model versions were developed primarily for the fall weekday afternoon
peak hour, with a lesser effort extending the model to the fall morning peak hour. The updated model
comprises the entire weekday, split into four time periods:
•
•
•
•

6 - 9 a.m.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 - 6 p.m.
6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

Peak hour traffic is calculated as a fraction of the morning and afternoon peak period traffic.
Both fall and summer weekday models have been estimated. The model includes seasonal housing and
recreational trips at beaches, parks and the ferry terminal.
New auto availability, walk mode share, and transit mode share models have been estimated and
implemented, based on accessibility by mode.
The Maine Turnpike is modeled with a combination of EZ-Pass and cash customers using TransCAD’s
multiclass assignment capability.
The enhanced model includes both standard Static Traffic Assignment (STA) and Dynamic Traffic
Assignment (DTA) options.
The enhanced model also has an interface that better supports multiple scenarios. The previous versions
used a standard TransCAD interface that combines all model files and parameters into a single long
column for each scenario. The enhanced model separates out the information into:
•
•
•

Model inputs that are scenario-specific
General parameters that typically are not changed
Seasonal parameters that typically vary only by season

Model outputs have been given standard names so that they don’t need to be specified for each
scenario.
These new features in the enhanced model are described more completely in the sections below.

Databases
Socioeconomic Data
The socioeconomic data includes 2015 and 2040 population and employment by Transportation Analysis
Zone (TAZ). The population was used to estimate the number of households at the TAZ level using the
average household size by TAZ in the previous model version. The socioeconomic data also include
seasonal housing units, cottages, campsites, agricultural fair campsites, and recreational trips for
beaches and parks.

Road Network
The road network was taken from the previous model version.
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Transit Network
The transit network was updated to account for service changes since the previous model version.
Google Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) ata developed by the transit providers was used to improve
accuracy.

Trips
Accessibility
The vehicle availability, walk mode share and transit mode share models are all based on accessibility by
walk, transit and auto modes. Accessibility is calculated using the formulae:

AccWalk = (∑𝑇𝐴𝑍 exp(−0.1 ∗ 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑘𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒))/1000

(1)

AccTransit = (∑𝑇𝐴𝑍 exp(−0.1 ∗ 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒))/1000
AccAuto = (∑𝑇𝐴𝑍 exp(−0.1 ∗ 𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝐴𝑢𝑡𝑜𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒))/1000
These formulae are similar to gravity model equations.
As shown in the figure below, walk accessibility is much higher on the Peninsula than elsewhere in the
PACTS region. This translates into lower auto availability rates and higher non-auto mode shares on the
Peninsula.
Auto accessibility is highest where major roadways converge in the area near the Maine Mall.

Auto Availability
Statistical models were developed for auto availability using U.S. Census American Community Survey
(ACS) data by Tract for the period 2011-2015. Illustrative data for the proportion of 1-person households
with 0 vehicles and 3-person households with 3 or more vehicles are shown the figures below. As
expected, the share of 1-person, 0-auto households is high on the Peninsula, and the share of 3 person,
3+-vehicles households is low on the Peninsula.
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Figure 2: Walk and Auto Accessibility
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Figure 3: Illustrative Auto Availability Data from the 2011-2015 American Community Survey
Proportion of 1-Person Households with 0 Vehicles

Proportion of 3-Person Households with 3 or More Vehicles

Models were estimated for 1-person, 2-person, 3-person and 4+-person households:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Average autos = Exp(0.20
Average autos = Exp(0.75
Average autos = Exp(0.87
Average autos = Exp(0.95

- 0.084 * walk_acc/1000 – 0.0071 * auto_acc/1000)
- 0.076 * walk_acc/1000 – 0.0041 * auto_acc/1000)
- 0.101 * walk_acc/1000 – 0.0025 * auto_acc/1000)
- 0.133 * walk_acc/1000 – 0.0022 * auto_acc/1000)
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The negative coefficients for walk accessibility imply more accessibility is correlated with lower auto
availability. The smaller negative coefficients for auto accessibility imply that there also is a weaker
correlation between auto accessibility and lower auto availability. Transit accessibility was not
statistically significant in these models. This is perhaps because of the limited transit availability in the
region.

Productions
Households are stratified within 13 types (cross classification) based on household size and auto
availability
Figure 4: Household Cross-Classification Cells
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Production rates were estimated from the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) for each of the
household types for the following trip types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home-based work (HBW)
Home-based school (HBSch)
Home-based shopping (HBWhp)
Home-based other (HBO)
Work-based non-home (WBNH)
Non-home/non-work (NHNW)

Few NHTS surveys were collected in the Portland Maine region. Therefore, the estimation relied on the
sample of all households in New England in Metropolitan Planning Organization areas of less than 1
million population. For the least common household types including 4+-person households without
vehicles, the national sample was used. Weekday production rates are shown in the figure below.
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Figure 5: Household Production Rates (Person Trips per Day)
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Attractions
Attraction rates for households and employment by type are given in the figure below. The attraction
rates for the home-based trip types are approximate because attractions are balanced to the sum of the
productions.
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Figure 6: Attraction Rates (Person Trips per Day)
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The enhanced PACTS model includes a truck attraction model that was borrowed from the Maine
statewide model.
The Freeport trip category is new in this model version. Retail land uses in the Town of Freeport are
connected directly to a subset of external trips. This is balanced by a reduction in regular shopping trips
to Freeport from internal TAZs.

Trip Tables: Model Flow
Most regional travel demand models perform trip distribution before mode choice. This practice causes
underestimation of walk trips in areas with high walk shares because the trip distribution step does not
calculate enough walkable destinations. This issue also can be present in modeling transit trips.
In reality, the distribution and mode choice steps are made simultaneously by travelers and there is no
inherent advantage in ordering one step before the other. In the enhanced PACTS model, the steps are
ordered so that mode choice precedes trip distribution for each mode in turn, beginning with walk trips,
then transit trips, and finally auto trips.
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Figure 7: Trip Table Model Sequence
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Assignment

Walk Trips
The walk mode share model for home-based-work trips was estimated using 2011-2015 American
Community Survey data.

WalkShare = 0.0334 + 0.610 * WalkAcc -0.00131 * AutoAcc
Where AccWalk and AccWalk are defined above
This model outperforms much more complication models with many variables. The model fit at
the Census Tract level is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 8: Modeled Work Trip Mode Share by Home Census Tract vs. American Community Survey data
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The model constants were adjusted for the other trip types to match the walk mode shares observed in
National Household Travel Survey data.
The walk model calculates walk trip productions. A gravity model is used to pair these productions with
attractions. The gravity model form is described in the Auto Trips section. After walk trip distribution is
completed, the walk productions and attractions are subtracted from the TAZ totals prior to calculating
transit trips.

Transit Trips
Transit mode choice is done the same way as auto mode choice. The work trip model was estimated
from American Community survey data. The model constant for other trip types was adjusted to match
National Household Transportation Survey data. After the transit trips are distributed, the productions
and attractions are subtracted from the totals, and the remaining trips are auto trips.
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Auto Trips
Up to this point in the model sequence, all trip calculations have been done in person trips. At this stage,
they are converted to vehicle trips using average occupancy rates developed from National Household
Travel Survey data:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Home-based work (HBW) 1.13
Home-based school (HBSch) 2.0
Home-based shoping (HBShp) 1.21
Home-based other (HBO) 1.44
Work-based non-home (WBNH) 1.15
Non-home/non-work (NHNW) 1.48

Auto trips also external-to-internal (EI), internal-to-external (IE), and external-to-external (EE). Externalto-external trips were estimated using the EE trip table for the previous model and judgement. The EE
trip table is split into auto trips and truck trips.
EE trip ends were subtracted from cordon vehicle counts to estimate total IE and EI trips. The IE and EI
trips were divided into separate trip types and allocated to productions (homes outside the region) and
attractions (homes inside the region).
In general, the IE and EI trips are distributed using the same gravity model as for internal-to-internal (II)
trips. However, some “K factors” were developed to limit short-circuiting of trips in the periphery of the
region from being overly paired with nearby external roadways. For example, if there were no K factors,
a large proportion of Kennebunkport traffic would be paired up with the I-95 south external (accessed
through Exit 32) even though this travel patter would be highly unlikely.
Trips are distributed using a gravity model with gamma distributions. The work trip coefficients result in
a longer average trip length for work trips than for non-work trips.
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Figure 9: Gamma Distributions in Gravity Model
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For assignment, the auto and truck trips are assigned to one of four daily time periods:
•
•
•
•

6 - 9 a.m.
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
3 - 6 p.m.
6 p.m. - 6 a.m.

Figure 10: Distribution of Trips by Time Period
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Vehicle Assignment
Most regional travel demand models use a static traffic assignment (STA) algorithm that treat each
roadway segment as independent. The travel time for each segment is estimated using an exponentially
increasing delay function. This algorithm can calculate significant delays on some segments. However, it
does not constrain the modeled traffic volumes to capacity. One of the standard references used for the
model parameters recommends that the congested travel time when the volume is equal to capacity
should be twice the free-flow travel time. For short ramps, this can mean that the modeled delays are
only seconds even when the ramp volumes exceed capacity. Typically, STA models over-assign traffic to
ramps during peak travel periods.
There is an even larger problem with STA models. Urban freeway congestion is not uniformly distributed
along the freeways, but is experienced as traffic backups behind a series of bottlenecks. Common
bottleneck locations include on-ramps, mainline freeway lanes ahead of off-ramps, sections where some
traffic flows are weaving across each other, and lane drops. The figure below shows a schematic
diagram of a single bottleneck.
Figure 11: Traffic Backups Behind a Freeway Bottleneck

Although shown as a full lane closure, many bottlenecks reduce throughput capacity by less than one
full lane. The important things to notice in the figure are:
1) There are long traffic backups and long delays behind the bottleneck
2) The bottleneck constrains the amount of traffic that can get downstream
3) Traffic is free-flowing downstream of the bottleneck (unless affected by a subsequent
bottleneck)
In contrast, STA models assume that all traffic simply squeezes through bottlenecks with short delay at
the bottleneck as illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 12: Lack of Traffic Backups Behind Bottlenecks in STA Models

None of the bottleneck issues listed above are handled correctly in STA models. STA models calculate
small delays at bottlenecks, but no delays behind bottlenecks. STA models overestimate traffic
throughput because they do not properly constrain traffic at bottlenecks. STA models often
overestimate delays downstream of bottlenecks because of overestimated traffic volumes.
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) addresses these issues. With DTA, traffic throughput is constrained at
bottlenecks. Traffic spills back behind bottlenecks. While DTA has most commonly been used in research
and in subarea studies, DTA is practical at the regional level, particularly in smaller regions.
The PACTs model has been upgraded so that both static and dynamic assignments are done in parallel
with the same data sets. The STA model is taken from the previous version of the PACTS model and uses
a standard TransCAD algorithm. The DTA model uses the open source program DTALite. Either model
can match base year freeway and Turnpike mainline volumes reasonably well. However, the STA model
over-assigns the ramps as illustrated in the figure below for the Turnpike. This is a serious limitation in
using the STA model for freeway and Turnpike planning.
Figure 13: PM Peak Hour Ramp Volumes Between Turnpike Exits 44 and 52
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Note: the entering and exiting traffic volumes are very large compared to the PM peak hour mainline
traffic counts in this section which range from 1247-2721 southbound and 2402-3440 northbound.
As shown in Figure below, the DTA model exceeds calibration standards for roadways with 10,000 or
more vehicles per day. The DTA metrics are better than the STA metrics. The fit is worse for roadways
with less than 10,000 vehicles per day. In subarea and corridor studies, it is recommended that model
detail be added (more local streets and possibly splitting TAZs) and that TAZ-level employment data be
checked.
Figure 14: DTA Assignment Statistics Compared to Standards

Feedback
Feedback of congested travel times is essential for internal model consistency because the auto
availability, mode choice, and trip distribution steps all depend on perceived travel times. In the model,
perceived travel times are taken as the average of the morning peak period and afternoon peak period
travel times (with the afternoon times transposed so that travel times are modeled from the traveler’s
home TAZ).
The model steps described above are performed six times. The first feedback iteration uses free-flow
travel times. Feedback iterations 2 through 5 feedback congested travel times using a 50-50 average of
the latest iteration and the values used in the previous iteration. This process converges much more
quickly than the widely-used “method of successive averages.”
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The figures below show how peak period vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and daily average speed vary
across the feedback iterations for both the DTA and STA models in the fall base year model.

Figure 15: DTA and STA Base Year Fall Peak Period Vehicle Miles Traveled by Feedback Iteration
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Figure 16: DTA and STA Base Year Fall Peak Period Average Speed by Feedback Iteration
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The general feedback process is the same for DTA and STA but the graphics above highlight some
important differences between the DTA and STA models. The behavior is similar in the morning peak
period because there is less congestion than in the afternoon peak period, particularly given that the
morning period represents an average condition between 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.
The afternoon peak period is considerably more congested. With iteration 1 trip distribution based on
free-flow travel times, there are a lot of modeled trips that cannot be completed in the 3-hour period
between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. Therefore, DTA iteration 1 VMT is suppressed and the average speed is
greatly suppressed. With feedback of congested travel times, these metrics rebound. The feedback
process has much less of an effect on the STA metrics. There is a small reduction in VMT in the PM peak
period because shorter trips are selected, on average, due to congestion.
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Transit Assignment
Most regional travel demand models are only validated to the level of total regional transit usage.
Modeled transit ridership in the enhanced PACTS model matches fall transit ridership fairly well.
Figure 17: Transit Assignment: Fall Daily Trips by Route vs. Data
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Appendix 1: Model Installation
Folders
It is recommended that the following folder structure be followed. It is particularly important for the
output files which have been given standard names and placement so that the user does not need to
specific them. The top-level structure is:

PACTS Model

Inputs

STA

DTA

Summaries

The model inputs are shared by the DTA and STA models and include:
Inputs

Databases

Skims

Trips

The Databases folder includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Street layer
Transit route system
TAZ layer
Socioeconomic data
General parameters file
Seasonal parameters file

The Skims folder includes:
•
•
•

Transit mode file
Transit fares file
External times file (“K factors”)

The Trips folder includes:
•
•
•

Production rates
Attraction rates
External-to-external trip table
19

•

Internal-to-external and external-to-internal trips file

The STA and DTA folders are where model outputs are stored, grouped within several subfolders:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accessibility
Assignment
Networks
Skims
Summaries
Trips

The DTA Assignment folder also has internal subfolders for each of the four time periods. This allows
DTALite to use the same filenames in each time period.
The STA and DTA Summaries folders include several summary files specific to each assignment method.
The higher-level summary file includes two output files that compare STA and DTA assignments:
•
•

Modeled traffic volumes and times by time period for each roadway segment
Modeled traffic volume fit with counts (RMSE file)

TransCAD
TransCAD Version 6 is used to maintain consistency with previous versions. (TransCAD Version 7 uses a
different file structure.) To make model maintenance easier, the TransCAD scripts have been separated
into different scripts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

P_[data].lst
P_Accessibility_[date].rsc
P_Assignment_[date].rsc
P_DTA_[date].rsc
P_Feedback_[date].rsc
P_Initialization_[date].rsc
P_interface_[date].rsc
P_STA_[date].rsc
P_TripTables_[date].rsc
P_Utilities_[date].rsc

These files are compiled into the user interface pacts.dbd.

DTALite
DTALite is open source software used in the DTA model. There are multiple versions of DTALite available
on the internet, and the file structures vary somewhat. Therefore, it is recommended that DTALite
software be taken from the PACTS model distribution files.
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Java
Three custom Java programs have been written to translate data between TransCAD and DTALite. These
files include:
•
•
•

Read_trip_tables_PACTS.java
Read_simplify_TC_PACTS.java
Write_simplify_TC_PACTS.java

The “simplify” versions reduce TransCAD roadway sections that include multiple segments without
intersections to single segments in DTALite. This improves DTALite run time and also eliminates artificial
delays between the roadway segments. (DTALite has a minimum segment time of 0.1 minutes, i.e. 6
seconds).
The model accesses the compiled version of these files: Smart_DTA_PACTS_jar which is placed in the
top-level PACTS model directory. If necessary, the *.java files can be recompiled using open source
NetBeans software. (Most computers have Java installed already, but it is possible that Java might need
to be installed in some cases.)

Windows Batch Files
The Java programs and DTALite are executed using Windows batch files. The DTA/Assignment
subdirectory includes two three batch files to executive the Java programs (readTT.bat, readNet.bat and
writeLoad.bat) and two batch files to run DTALite (DTApeak2.bat and DTAoffpeak2.bat). These DTA bat
files execute four other *.bat files within each of the time period subdirectories
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Appendix 2: Running the Model
The general model interface looks like past model versions except that the top-level model file much
simpler. It now is mostly limited to input files. Output files have been given standard names. Parameters
have been split into a general parameters file and a seasonal parameters file. This makes it unnecessary
to copy all of the parameters for each scenario, and possibly introducing errors while doing so.
Figure 18: Model Structure Improvements
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As with previous versions, model steps can be run individually or in a full feedback run. In feedback runs,
either DTA or STA can be selected, or both can be run sequentially.
The DTA assignments for each time period include 2 ½ hours of inputs with only the final hour used for
metrics. At time 0, the network has no traffic, and the first 90 minutes is used to populate the network
and to assure that traffic has time to travel from one external to
DTA is recommended for any planning study. However, STA is useful for debugging purposes as it runs
more quickly. On an 8-core computer for the base year model and 6 feedback iterations, the DTA model
runs.in 37 minutes and the STA model runs in 6 minutes.
Comparing DTA and STA with the same inputs is very useful in research.
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Figure 19: Model Interface
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